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CASE STUDY 6A: LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT IN A 
MULTINATIONAL BANK

A recently promoted individual working at Executive Committee level in an international 
business unit of a global retail bank required coaching for a number of development areas, 
including business management capability and emotional intelligence (EQ). 

He had previously excelled as an individual contributor, however at a more senior level in 
a new business he was struggling. He did not delegate, he glossed over critical issues, was seen 
to micromanage and did not share either failure or success with his team or superiors. He was 
also quite emotional and needed lots of praise to reinforce good work.

Feedback from team members and peers was that he was difficult to work with and trust, 
plus he came across as inauthentic as a leader. His development was critical, not just for the 
business but for his longevity with the company.

Unusually, two specialist coaches were allocated to him concurrently: one to support him 
with the operational business management issues and one to help him develop his EQ. 

The combination of coaching meant his progress was swift and the process efficient. 
Despite being stretched with significant learning curves in a number of development areas, 
the coaching was deemed to be successful and the model has been reused by the bank.

CASE STUDY 6B: MATERNITY RETURNER IN A LARGE  
GLOBAL BANK

In 2013 we worked with a Director at a Global bank, returning to a fast paced and demanding 
role after having her first child. Coaching supported her on a number of issues during her 



first few months back: managing the emotions (especially guilt) she felt at leaving her new 
baby at home, reigniting her ambition which had been a driving force before her maternity 
leave and helping her plan a future career path with the organisation.

Coaching also helped her manage relationships with peers and her line manager (who 
were nearly all male) in order to achieve the work–life balance she desired without majorly 
affecting her chances of future promotion and recognition.

Despite asking for support from her employer, no budget was allocated for this coaching 
solution and the client paid for it from her own pocket, indicating the clear need for the 
service but a lack of funding and recognition of the benefits of this intervention currently.


